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Greetings! On this 25th anniversary of the founding of the World Puzzle Championship,
I'd like to say स्वागत हे (welcome) to Bangalore!

Known variously as the Silicon Valley of India, the Science City of India, the Garden
City of India, and the Birthplace of Hinduism*, Bangalore has a fast-growing, techcentric economy as well as a storied history and great natural beauty.
Participants at the 1st World Puzzle Championship atop the
former World Trade Center in New York City, June 1992

This year's WPC/WSC organizers, Logic Masters India (LMI), have been conducting
national puzzle championships since 2008. Some of their members are counted among
the best puzzle creators in the world, and their frequent online competitions attract a
diverse international audience. This year's championship puzzles should be very good
indeed.
Since last year's highly successful, record-breaking WPC/WSC in Senec, Slovakia, our
longtime director, Hana Koudelkova, of the Czech Republic, has stepped down. The
WPF board selected Prasanna Seshadri, of India, as the WPF's new director.
Starting in January, the WPF has again sponsored monthly online Grand Prix
competitions for both grid-logic puzzles and sudoku. Nearly a thousand players from
56 countries took part. Thanks to Nikola Zivanovic, of Serbia, and Wei-Hwa Huang, of
the USA, for directing these events and helping spread WPF culture around the world.
Now on to the competition! Happy solving, and good luck to everyone!
--Will Shortz
Chairman, WPF
* One of these four nicknames I just made up. Do you know which one?
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BEHIND THE SCENES

WSC & WPC 2016
WPC NEWSLETTER – 22, 2017

By Matúš Demiger and Zuzana Hromcová
In the recent years, puzzling has
gained a lot of fans in Slovakia. We
organize several tournaments a year,
and we encourage the newcomers to
practise more by inviting them to our
friendly training-camps. Lately, our
puzzle community has grown and now
has dozens of active solvers.
Therefore, it was only a matter of time
when our ambitions would grow as
well. As a lot of you remember,
Slovakia already organized a World
Sudoku Championship in 2009.
Unfortunately, it was a rather
experimental one, and therefore was
not remembered as one of the best
events. But this time, it ought to be
different. A new generation of
enthusiastic authors and organizers
was ready to prove that Slovakia has
a lot to offer.
We considered this idea since WSC &
WPC 2012 in Croatia, and finally
decided to propose our candidacy in
London, 2014. Initially, there were
four more countries considering
hosting the championship but in the
end, they all withdrew their offers. We
were
chosen
to
host
the
championships and the adventure
began.
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BEFORE THE EVENT
The two venue options – Senec and
The High Tatras, had both their pros
and cons, so choosing the venue was
not easy.
The attitude and cooperation of the
Senec representatives and the hotel
management helped us decide. The
scenic sunsets, pleasant hotel and
smooth transport from Bratislava and
Vienna also showed out to be more
beneficial to our guests.
Along with us, the initial organizers
were Ján Farkaš with Blanka Lehotská
and as new responsibilities appeared,
more and more people joined our
team. Shortly, administrating the
website, preparing the competition
structure, creating puzzles, organizing
the transports and excursion required
engagement of almost a dozen of
volunteers.
Having Martin Fundárek as an
organizer was like winning a jackpot.
We didn’t know him before, but his
systematic work and experience with
public transportation relieved us from
organizing the shuttle buses and
excursion. We can hardly appreciate
the contribution of Martina Prinerová,
who sometimes considers herself as
an average solver, but we quickly
realized that creating new fresh

ORGANIZATION
Almost 50 organizers were involved in
preparing the event and helping on
site. The core of the organization team
was made by stable Slovak
representatives contestants, helped
by friends and family members.
Before the championship, we divided
responsibilities among ourselves. We
found it important to let the
participants know to who they should
contact with their problems (e.g.
queries,
transportation,
accommodation or other) but it was
even more important for us to know
what our roles were and what we
should do.
While the competitors were solving
undisturbed, there was a lot of things
going on in the organizers‘ room. Two
minutes prior the start of a round,
they lined up and marched to the
competition hall to get ready for
a synchronized
puzzle
booklets
handout. When the round has started,
some of them stayed in the hall while
the others hurried back to the
backstage for marking the previous
rounds. Ivana Ondrejková acted as an
irreplaceable on-site manager of this
process in the background, and we
cannot be thankful enough to all the
volunteers
who
followed
her
instructions.

Marking was done in two phases –
one check was made by a lessexperienced judge who possessed
a green pen, while the other one was
made by a more-experienced judge
with a red pen.
In ambiguous situations or when
inconsistencies occurred, the main
judge Peter Hudák was always nearby
to decide. In a few rounds, we were
able to optimize this system and
maximize the efficiency of the process.
Anytime a puzzle booklet was marked
twice, it was processed with another
group of people – IT crowd, who made
sure the data were correctly written in
all the results databases. Thanks to
them, we had complete statistics on
who solved exactly which puzzles.
We never went to bed before we
marked all that day’s rounds, printed
and published the results.

PROPAGATION
We launched the championship
website at the beginning of the year
and experimented with launching
championship Facebook and Twitter
accounts as well. We wanted to keep
the puzzle community updated about
what we were working on and to show
them some photos from the
backstage.
We published all the puzzles from our
national
championships
and
occasionally
added
a countdown
puzzle during the year (e.g. when
there were 200 days to the
championship, one month...). This was
done to offer the constants the
opportunity to practise solving Slovak
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Sudoku variants and testing even the
hardest puzzles belonged to her
strengths. She was also responsible for
deploying the brand new online
results table.

WPC NEWSLETTER – 22, 2017

puzzles and to remind them the
championship was approaching.
While our Twitter account has not
been a big success, the Facebook and
website has become a crucial means
of
communication
with
the
participants. This was even more
important during the championship,
when we could publish photos and
results immediately after they were
prepared and receive feedback from
the participants.

HOTEL
Breaking the record of highest number
of participant was one of our goals so
we decided not to restrict the hotel
capacity. We were glad that friends
from Slovenia and Latvia also took
part, however accommodating all of
the participants was a huge challenge.
The unequal quality of the hotels was
our failure. One of the hotels
incomprehensibly cancelled all the
reservations just week before the
championship. Two other options
were found immediately but we have
to admit that their quality was just
average.
On the other hand, cooperation with
Hotel Senec was invaluable. They
solved all the issues to perfection,
including rearranging the competition
hall layout several times a day and
many others, and their great hotel
underlined the whole event.

COMPETITION
Our dream came true and 213 Sudoku
solvers together with 197 puzzlers
became the highest number of
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participants ever. We appreciate that
all of them agreed to our rules, were
disciplined
and
respected
our
instructions.
As a reward, we offered them
lightning fast checking and publishing
the results, which was a chronic
disease at some of the previous
championships. This year it was our
priority and we hope that next
organizers will think about it in the
same way.
The feedback was inconsistent when
we asked competitors about the playoffs. The team, junior and senior playoffs were also held in Senec, not only
the individual ones as usual. Those
who took part had a great fun but the
spectators were mainly bored because
the live coverage was not present.
However, we still believe that the
finals offered a great show. Both
leaders from the preliminary rounds
lost their leading position and we
could hardly breathe during the
dramatic battle of Chinese juniors.

PUZZLES
There were seven different WSC
authors in total. Most of the sudokus
were made by Zuzana Hromcová,
Martina Prinerová, Ivana Ondrejková
and Matúš Demiger, few others were
prepared by Blanka
Lehotská,
Micheala Bieliková and Matej Uher.
Making the puzzles was mostly done
by men, most of the grids were
created by Matúš and Matej. Michal
Forišek and Zuzana also prepared one
nice round each, and Martina,
Michaela, Ján Farkaš and Peter Hudák
contributed as well.

ENTERTAINMENT ACTIVITIES
We think that the championship be
not only about stress and rivalry, but
having fun and spending time with
your friends from other countries as
well. That’s why we prepared various
evening entertainment activities,
which we lacked in the previous years.
Our guests had a great fun at the
evening team Sudoku Quiz, ludicrous
midnight Pyjama Contest and a live
version of popular Croco League,
which turned into a ridiculous chaos.
We enjoyed it all as well!

for the Award Ceremony to honor the
winners, so we decided to make this
evening memorable in another way.
We awarded a few more participants
except the medallists. You have
learned who had the most beautiful
and
ugliest
handwriting,
who
repeatedly forgot his registration
number and who correctly guessed
the competitor finishing on the 11th
place at the 11th WSC and who
ranked 25th on the 25th WPC. We also
got inspired by a famous Tour de
France competition and awarded the
Best Sprinter, a King of the Mountains,
Best Junior and winner of the WSC
Preliminary Rounds with T-shirts of
the respective colors.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we can say that
organizing a World Sudoku and Puzzle
Championship has been a challenge,
but it was an experience worth of all
the efforts we put in.
We are very thankful to all the
participants for providing us with
positive
energy
during
the
championships, for their support and
friendliness, and for all the messages
we received after the event.
Goodbye, puzzle friends, and see you
all in India!

Slovak president Andrej Kiska, who
became the patron of the 11th WSC
and 25th WPC, was not able to arrive
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Preparing such a huge number of
puzzles was a responsible task. After a
year, we can immodestly state that
our puzzles were nice and diverse,
with each round having its own theme
and structure. We are especially
happy for your reactions after the
round of Sudoku Basics where basic
puzzles posed as rather different
variants. One of our most popular
rounds was Gappy Classics, which was
also liked by the participants but not
by our volunteers who spent the
whole Sunday draining the holes into
the cardboard with a hammer and
chisel.
We were really glad that none of the
numerous puzzles was wrong. Only
one pitchy arrow that disappeared
from the team round worried us, but
luckily each team has successfully
dealt with this situation.
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REPORT ON

THE 18TH GENERAL ASSEMBLY
OF THE WORLD PUZZLE
FEDERATION
SENEC, SLOVAKIA, OCTOBER 20-21, 2016
by Hana Koudelková

GA MEETING PART 1
(THURSDAY)
OPENING
The meeting was called to order on
Thursday, October 20, at 9.30 a.m. by
the WPF chairman Will Shortz. The
second session was held on Thursday
evening and was open to all World
Sudoku/Puzzle
Championship
participants. The voting session was
held
on
Friday.
The Board members present were:
Will Shortz (Chairman, USA), Hans
Eendebak (Treasurer, NED), Gareth
Moore (GBR), Vítězslav Koudelka
(CZE), and Hana Koudelková (Director,
CZE). The countries present on
Thursday were China, Czech Republic,
Estonia, Germany, Italy, Japan, Korea,
Netherlands, Slovakia, Turkey, United
Kingdom, USA.

REPORTS
The General Assembly Agenda 2016
was approved unanimously as well as
the minutes of the 2015 GA as printed
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in the WPF Newsletter 21. The
financial reports, previously approved
by the WPF Treasurer, were presented
by Hana. Apart from all the incomes
mentioned in the report, Hana
informed the assembly about money
received one day ago from Deyan
Razsadov (BLG). The amount was 4
200 EUR and the WPF will decide if
there will be any special project the
money will be used for. After approval
of the reports a decision was made on
which points from the agenda would
be saved for the open session in the
evening.

MEMBERSHIP FEE
It was approved to continue with the
400 EUR membership fee for the next
year. There was a discussion about
bank fees, whether they should be
paid by the member or WPF, as it can
sometimes cause a difference of 15-20
EUR. There was a vote and 7 members
were in favour of having the members
pay the fee and 5 were against. It was
approved that all members would be

LOGO AND COPYRIGHT
ISSUES
All the scenarios were discussed and it
was agreed that all the information
will be shared with members and all
new members will be informed about
these
rules.

WPF SUDOKU/PUZZLE GP
PUZZLES
The WPF is the owner of the GP puzzle
copyrights (since 2015) and pays 100
EUR/puzzle set to each author
(licensing agreement needs to be
created)
Puzzles are available online on the
WPF site for free

1.1.Right to publish the WPF puzzles in
the members´ home country - puzzle
author needs to be credited
1.2. If selling the publications outside
the home country, a written approval
needs to be received from the country
where the publications are sold. If
approval is not received, the member
cannot sell the puzzles there.
2. Online sale (amazon.com, etc.)
3. PDF files with puzzles
3.1. PDF files can be distributed for
free to all members
3.2. PDF files cannot be given for free
to non-members and cannot be sold
to anybody by members

NATIONAL
QUALIFICATIONS

MEMBERS´ RIGHTS:

The puzzle authors own the rights, not
the WPF. Every publisher needs to ask
for approval to publish the puzzles and
credit the author.

1. Print puzzles in the member´s home
country
2. Publish puzzles online for members
only

OPEN GA MEETING PART 2
(THURSDAY EVENING)

WSC/WPC PUZZLES
The WPF owns the rights - licensing
agreement needs to be created
- the WPF is offering puzzles to be
downloaded from the website to all
non-members - the fee is 20
EUR/puzzle set. 50% of the income
goes to the host of the championship
and WPF receives the other 50% .

MEMBERS´RIGHTS:
1. Printing (puzzle author needs to be
credited)

CANDIDATES FOR THE WPF
BOARD
This year there were five candidates
for the two open positions on the
Board. The candidates were Zhang
Haijun (CHN), György István (HUN),
Prasanna Seshadri (IND), Will Shortz
(USA), Frédéric Stalder (SUI). All the
candidates gave a short presentation
(Markus Roth had a presentation on
behalf of Frédéric Stalder who was not
present)
that
included
their
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asked to pay the bank fees so that the
full amount of 400 EUR is received.

experience, current job, and future
plans within the WPF.
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WSC/WPC 2017 INDIA
The presentation was given by Amit
Sowani and Prasanna Seshadri. The
championships will be held on
October 15-22, 2017, in Hotel Clark’s
Exotica, in Bangalore. The event is
scheduled to align with Diwali – one of
the major Indian festivals, so it´s
recommended to book flights and plan
the trip well in advance. The authors
and organisers are Amit Sowani, Deb
Mohanty, Prasanna Seshadri, Rakesh
Rai, Rohan Rao and Sumit Bothra. The
official participation fee for the
combined championships will be
500/550 EUR.

CANDIDATE FOR HOSTING
WSC/WPC 2018 – SAN
MARINO
There is one candidate for hosting the
WSC/WPC 2018 – San Marino. Stefano
Forcolin presented a potential site for
the venue – San Marino. As there
were still some uncertain points, a
deadline on February 15, 2017 was set
to present the final candidacy. The
main issues were high costs and
associated shortening of the event by
one day, limited number of possible
accommodation options,the size of
the competition hall, and transport
from the airport.

VOTING SESSION (FRIDAY)
The Board members present were:
Will Shortz (Chairman, USA), Hans
Eendebak (Treasurer, NED), Vítězslav
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Koudelka (CZE), György István (HUN),
Gareth Moore (UK), and Hana
Koudelková (Director, CZE). The
countries present were: Bulgaria,
China, Croatia, Czech Republic,
Estonia, Finland, France, Germany,
Hungary, India, Italy, Japan, Korea,
Netherands,
Russia,
Serbia,
Switzerland (voting for Poland),
Turkey, UK, USA.

ELECTION OF THE BOARD
MEMBERS
In the first ballot, Prasanna Seshadri
and Will Shortz got the most votes and
out of these two Prasanna was elected
as the first new board member.
The remaining four candidates
advanced to the second ballot. In this
round, György and Will got most of
the votes and later Will was elected as
the second new board member.
Hence the new board members are
Prasanna Seshadri and Will Shortz.
Vita thanked all the candidates and
expressed confidence in future
cooperation.

CLOSING
Will thanked Matus Demiger and
Zuzana Hromcová for hosting the
WSC/WPC 2016, Hana Koudelková for
several years as the WPF Director, and
Wei-Hwa Huang and Tom Collyer for
running the WPF Sudoku/Puzzle GP.
There being no further business, the
meeting was closed on Friday October
21.

The meeting was called to order on
Wednesday at 9 p.m. and the Board
members present were: Will Shortz
(Chairman, USA), Hans Eendebak
(NED), Chen Cen (CHN), Vítězslav
Koudelka (CZE), György István (HUN),
Gareth Moore (UK), and Hana
Koudelková (Director, CZE).
The Board went through the GA
agenda and discussed all the topics.
There was a discussion about the
number of board members for the
future. The board agreed the number
shouldn´t be higher. György suggested
to have two leaderships – active board
and presidentary (representative)
board. Vita, Hans and Will were
against. There was no vote about it.
Board´s activity during the year
György suggested to have all the
details about the WPF board´s
decisions over the year available on
the WPF web page. Vítězslav added
that there should be a page dedicated
to the board´s activity over the year in
the Newsletter, too. System of voting
The Board discussed the voting of the
Board members and agreed that there

would be two separate elections for
two positions.
The system of voting will be followed
as described in the WPF Statutes.
The Board also confirmed that each
presentation of the candidates can
last 2 minutes and the presentation
will be done during the Open GA
Meeting.

BOARD MEETING
(FRIDAY)
The Board Meeting took place on
Friday
evening.
Prasanna
was
welcomed as a new Board member
and the system of Board´s job over the
year was explained.
The first point was to select the
officers – the chairman, treasurer and
the competition director.
Will Shortz was re-elected as the WPF
chairman, Hans Eendebak as treasurer
and Gareth Moore as the Competition
director for 2017. Prasanna proposed
some new ideas in terms of
communication with players and
authors and about puzzles in general
and he was given a new title of Puzzle
Communications.
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BOARD MEETING
(WEDNESDAY)
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GP
The 5th WPF online Sudoku Grand Prix and the 4th WPF online Puzzle Grand Prix
were held from January 2017 to August 2017. Authors from the following
countries prepared sets of first class puzzles: Turkey, Serbia, Switzerland, Russia,
Japan, Bulgaria, India, Germany, Slovakia, Czech Republic and UK. The events
were capably handled by Sudoku GP Director Nikola Zivanovic (SRB) and Puzzle
GP Director Wei-Hwa Huang (USA). There were 8 Sudoku rounds and 7 official
Puzzle rounds.
The Sudoku Grand Prix saw a great mix as usual, with Classic Sudoku being well
represented along with known variants, and some interesting new innovations.
The Puzzle Grand Prix established a division based format catering to solvers at
different levels of expertise. The three divisions, expert solvers of A, experienced
second tier solvers of B and newcomers of C, added a proper base for growth by
participating in the Puzzle GP with regularity.
At the end of the Grand Prix, the Top 10 Sudoku GP solvers and Top 10 Puzzle GP
solvers with the highest cumulative scores will be contesting playoffs live in
Bangalore during the 2017 World Sudoku & Puzzle Championship week.
Nikola Zivanovic (Sudoku GP Director): People often say that good things should
not be changed. Sudoku GP 2017 year confirms this thought. For the past five
years Sudoku GP has become the world's leading Internet Sudoku competition. I
am here to continue these good things and if the competitors believe that it is
necessary, to improve our tournament.

2016 WINNERS:
SUDOKU
TiitVunk (Estonia)
Kota Morinishi (Japan)
Hideaki Jo (Japan)
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PUZZLE
Ken Endo (Japan)
Ulrich Voigt (Germany)
Will Blatt (USA)

2016 WSC/WPC Results

WPC INDIVIDUAL RESULTS
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HALAS
CZECH ASSOCIATION OF SUDOKU AND PUZZLE PLAYERS
(2013-2017)
INTRODUCTION

WPF GP CONTRIBUTIONS

The history of Czech Sudoku and
Puzzle activities from early 1990’s
including WPC 1993, WPC 2001 and
WSC 2007 was described in WPF
Newsletter 2013 in an article
celebrating the 25th anniversary of our
first puzzle competitions. Here is
ashort updateon our activities in the
next few years, as a lead-up to invite
all of you, fellow puzzlers, to the WSC
& WPC 2018 in Prague.

There is typically at least one Sudoku
or Puzzle round in the online GP by
the WPF which is authored by
different Czech puzzle-makers. At the
same time, Czech players are amongst
the most active nations in terms of
participation during the GP season.

Team Competition in Poděbrady
2015

ON-SITE EVENTS
Only the rare guests from central
Europe, mostly from Slovakia, know
that we have 5 on-site tournaments
during every year. The Czech Sudoku
Championship started in 2006, and in
the last few years, it has taken place in
Brno, in September. The Czech Puzzle
Championship started much earlier,
and in the last few years, it has taken
place in Prague, in May or June.
These competitions usually consist of
an individual competition, a team
competition and a small Puzzle or
Sudoku intermezzo.
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Players

The existing National puzzling
activities are still going on, of course.
It is mostly the online activities which
can be noticed internationally. Some
of you may be taking part in online
leagues at www.fed-sudoku.eu. It is an
initiative of few individual authors and
administrators rather than an activity
of the national federation, but you can
meet most of the Czech WSC players
there and a lot of their international
rivals solving Classic Sudoku in a daily
league, Classic Sudoku variants in a
weekly league and some less usual
variants on every alternate day as part
of Krtek’s Cup. If you haven’t already,
it may be a wise idea to join, knowing
that Jan Krtek
Novotny is the leading author of WSC
2018… ;-)

HALAS: Czech Association of Sudoku and Puzzle

ACTIVITIES ON FED SUDOKU

WPC NEWSLETTER – 22, 2017

Three more tournaments complete a
yearly HALAS league: a tournament in
Poděbrady town in spring time with a
popular team competition, an
academic championship in November
at Brno University of Technology and a
Christmas tournament in December in
Prague with a decoration of HALAS
league
winners,
the
national
association’s general assembly and an
after-party.

get some contact information for
prominent figures in HALAS.

THE JUNIOR SCENE
2011 onwards, we have also organized
several competitions for students
every year. This year (2017) we had a
full cycle of these competitions for the
first time, with 5 regional rounds
followedby a national final for the best
15 teams from basic schools and 15
teams from secondary schools.
Unfortunately, it is just Veronika
Macků, Czech junior champion, who is
regularly attending the competition
for adults too – including WSC, with a
great result of 6th place in the U-18
rankings and 4th place in the team
competition last year. We hope that
more talents will be activated in the
upcoming year who can be invited as
guest participants for WSC 2018.

Czech Sudoku Championship
2016
International guests are generally
welcomed at all the tournaments. You
can
follow
our
webpage
(http://sudokualogika.cz/)
or
Facebook
(https://www.facebook.com/groups/s
udokualogika/) and use a translator
from Czech language or you can
contact any friend you know in the
Czech Republic and ask for more
details about the schedule, etc. If you
do not know someone in the Czech
Republic, you may refer to member
details at the end of this newsletter to
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National Finals of the
Competition for Student Teams

WSC & WPC 2018
Hotel International Prague

ORGANIZATION COMMITTEE
Jan Zvěřina (zviris@seznam.cz) –
Championship Director
Zuzana Vytisková- Responsible for
Logistics in many meanings
Tomáš Křenek – Responsible for
Financial Matters

This eventually did not materialize, a
few people started to think about
organizing the 2018 Championship in
the Czech Republic. The idea was
thoroughly discussed during the
general assembly in December 2016
and supported by the board of the
national association in February 2017.
Preparations started right away while
we were approved by the members
and board of WPF during the spring of
2017.
We can invite you at the moment to
Prague in early November 2018 for a

Jan Novotný
(KrtekHonza@gmail.com)

WPC DIRECTOR (AND HEAD OF
PUZZLE AUTHORS)
Jiří Hrdina
big championship that will take place
in Hotel International Prague. We are
ready to accommodate bigger number
of participants and guests than any
previous attendance numbers, and we
hope that everybody will have fun at
WSC, WPC and in Prague in general.
Puzzle making teams are led by Jan
Novotný (Sudoku) and Jiří Hrdina
(Puzzles) and the general questions
about the championship can be
directed to Jan Zvěřina, Zuzana
Vytisková and Tomáš Křenek who
form the core of the organizing team.
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Players

In
October
2016,
after
the
presentation from the Italian team
about a potential WSC&WPC in San
Marino.

WSC DIRECTOR (AND HEAD OF
SUDOKU AUTHORS)

HALAS: Czech Association of Sudoku and Puzzle

WSC-WPC 2018
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TEAM PHOTOS
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TEAM PHOTOS

SAMPLE PUZZLES & SUDOKUS
FROM WPC-WSC 2016
WPC NEWSLETTER – 22, 2017

With Comments about the puzzles by 2016 Competition Director Matus Demige r

PUZZLES

Cryptarithm (Michal) – old school puzzle by our new author, includes a funny
message

ABC Division (Matus) - Classic puzzle with Senec theme, Reminder of the
"anniversary" round
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Sample Puzzles and Sudokus

Infection (Matej) - almost forgotten type, using a 1-3 combination, reminder of
the second "anniversary" round

Arrows (Matej) - One of the classics, almost empty puzzle with a pleasant solving
flow
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WPC NEWSLETTER – 22, 2017
Climbers (Peter) - Puzzle type I found at some old Finnish national championship
and really enjoyed it... Peter prepared one for the finals and includes words like
WPC, Senec, Slovakia, Bratislava
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SUDOKU

Classic 2 (Matus) Fine classic,
almost symmetric,
the reminder of
the "square" round
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Sample Puzzles and Sudokus

Classic 1 (Matus) Final puzzle
prepared for the
new champion
(not sure whether
it was chosen or
not)

WPC NEWSLETTER – 22, 2017

Battenburg (Zuzana) Great symmetric puzzle
with few marks and
require using the
negative condition

Multiples (Martina)
- Innovative puzzle
by our new author,
have to know how
the division by 11
works
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Sample Puzzles and Sudokus

Palindrome
(Ivana) final puzzle,
nice pattern
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WPF MEMBERS - DETAILS
ARGENTINA

brbidi_akeo@hotmail.com
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Juegos & Co. S.R.L
Contact Person:
Mr. Juan Poniachik
Mailing Address:
Av. Corrientes 1312, 8vo
“22”, Capital Federal
(1043)Buenos Aires
Argentina
Phone: +54-11-43711825 E-mail:
jp@demente.com

BANGLADESH
Daily Prothom Alo

BULGARIA
Mensa – Bulgaria
Contact Person:
Mr. Deyan
Razsadov,Vicechairman
Mailing Address:
Mensa - Bulgariac-x LevskiG bl.31 entr.A apt.32Soﬁa
Bulgaria
Phone: +359.88.8640970
E-mail: deyan@puzzlebg.com

Contact Person:
A B M Jabed Sultan Pias

Web: http://www.mensa.bg/

Mailing Address:
Daily Prothom Alo, CA
Bhaban100 Kazi Nazrul
Islam Avenue
Karwanbazar, Tejgaon,
Dhaka 1215 Bangladesh

CPP - Canadian Puzzle
Party

Phone: +880-1716179289
+88-02-8110081, ext.: 2102
E-mail:
piasbd@gmail.comJabed.s
ultan@prothom-alo.info

BRAZIL

CANADA

Contact Person:
Mr. Dave Baines

Contact Person:
Mr. Oddest Wu, President
Mailing Address:No.2, Ln.
11, Sec. 3, Zhongshan
Rd.,Hukou
TownshipHsinchu County
303Chinese Taipei Phone:
+88635991030 E-mail:
oddest.wu@msa.hinet. net

CROATIA

Phone: +1 613 736 7914
Email:
davebaines72@gmail.com

Contact Person:
Mr. Pero Galogaza,
President

CHINA

Mailing Address:
FENIKS, Pero Galogaza
Hrvatski Zagonetacki Savez
Zvonimirova 20 A 51000
Rijeka, Croatia

Contact Person:
Mr. Daniel Fonseca
Lavouras, Director Mr.
Fernando Akeo Naganawa,
Director

Contact Person:
Mr. Jin Peng, General
Manager of Beijing
Beiguang
XinxinCommunication Co.
Mr. George Xingcun Wang,
Foreign Advisor
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Taiwan Sudoku
Association

Hrvatski Zagonetacki
Savez(Croatian Puzzle
Federation)

Editora Ortogonal Ltda.

Phone: +55 51 98082376
E-mail:
daniel@elitepoa.com.

CHINESE TAIPEI

Mailing Address:
1905, Tweed Eve, K1G2L8,
Ottawa, Canada.

Beijing Media Network

Mailing Address:
371st, Itu Street - Baeta
Neves Sao Bernardo do
Campo – SaoPaulo 09751040 Brazil

Peng Jin, China)Fax:
+44.2089770236 (Mr.
George Wang, UK)
E-mail: Mr Peng
Jin:jinyusong2008@yahoo.
com.cnMr. George
Wang:beijing.puzzler@gma
il.com, Ms. May
Geng:xuemeigeng@yahoo.
com.cn

Mailing Address:
14, Jianguomenwai
StreetChaoyang
DistrictBeijing 100022, The
People‘s Republic of China
Phone:
+86.13381111209 (Mr

Phone:
+38.551650105
Fax: +38.551672114
E-mail:
feniks@novilist.hr

CZECH REPUBLIC
Hráčská asociace
logickýchher a sudoku,
o.s. (HALAS)
Contact Person:

Mailing Address:
Cihlářská 649/32602 00
Brno Czech Republic
Phone:
Mr. Vítězslav Koudelka:
+420 724 859 006 Mr. Karel
Tesař: +420 777 107 200
E-mail:
Mr. Vítězslav Koudelka:
kira@kira.cz Mr. Karel
Tesař: karel.jr@tesar.cz
Web:
http://www.sudokualogika.c
z/

ESTONIA
As Kuma
Contact Person:
Mr. Jaanus Laidna, Editorinchief crossword
magazines
Mailing Address:
Pärnu tn 57, 72712 Paide
Estonia
Phone:
+372.383.8829
Fax: +372.383.8806
E-mail:
jaanus.laidna@kuma.
Ee

FINLAND

ahaa@ristikkotuumin.ﬁ

FRANCE
Federation Francaise
des Jeux Mathematiques
(French Federation of
Mathematical Games)
Contact Person:
Mr. Michel Criton,
presidentMr.JeanChristophe Novelli,
responsible for WPC-WSC
Mailing Address:
8 rue Bouilloux-Lafont
75015 Paris France
Phone: +33 143083688
Fax: +33 972110552 Email:
mcriton@wanadoo.fr
novelli@univ-mlv.fr
Logic Masters
Deutschland e.V.
Contact Person:
Mr. Ulrich Voigt, Chairman
Mailing Address:
Kronenstr. 5 79100
Freiburg Germany
Phone:
+49.761.2852009 Email:
ulrich.voigt@logicmasters.de Web:
http://www.logicmasters.de/

GREECE

Contact Person:
Mr. Juha Hyvönen

Contact Person:
Mr. Christos
Apostolidis,
Chairman

Phone: +358-50-518 7919
E-mail:

HUNGARY
Rejtvényfejtõk
OrszágosEgyesülete
(HungarianPuzzlers‘
Association)
Contact Person:
Mr. György István,
Chairman
Mailing Address:
H-1083 Budapest
Prater utca 56.
2/12.Hungary
Phone: +36-30-9342173
E-mail: roe@chello.hu
Web:
http://www.roe.ini.hu/

GERMANY

Suomen puzzleharrastajat Ahaa!
(Finnish Puzzle
Association Ahaa!)

Mailing Address:
Ahaa ry.Juha
HyvönenSoidintie 12 B 13
FIN-00700 Helsinki Finland

chairman@mensa. org.gr

INDIA
Logic Masters India
Contact Person:
Mr. Amit Sowani
Mailing Address:
#6, Maruthi Homes, Patel
Enclave, JJ Nagar Post,
Yapral,Secunderabad 500
094 Andhra Pradesh, India
Phone: +91 9008422744
E-mail:
amitsowani@gmail.com

ITALY
nonzero srl

Mensa Greece

Mailing Address:
Patmeza str. 14 Athens
11743, Greece Phone: +30
2109243193
+30 6932392445 Fax: +30
2105239074 E-mail:

Contact Person:
Mr. Alberto Rossetti
Mailing Address:
Viale Sondrio 7, 20124
Milano Italy
Phone: +39 0277428091
Fax: +39 0276340836 Email: arossetti@nonzero.it
Web:
http://www.nonzero.it
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WPC Member Details

Mr. Vítězslav Koudelka –
Delegate to WPF, captain
of representationMr. Karel
Tesař – Chairman

JAPAN
Japan Puzzle Federation

WPC NEWSLETTER – 22, 2017

Contact Person:
Mr. Koki Oshida, Editor
Mailing Address:
4 - 2 - 29 Kudan-kita
Chiyoda-ku102-8187
TokyoJapan
Phone: +81.3.3262.5125
Fax: +81.3.3262.5330
E-mail:
puzzler@sekaibunka.co.jp

KOREA
Puzzleland Co.
Contact Person:
Mr. J. B. Park, Director
Mailing Address:
501, Joongang building, 4426Youido-dongYeodegpoguSeoul 150-741 Korea
Phone: 82.2.761.2071 Fax:
82.2.761.2073 E-mail:
paco@puzzleland.co.kr

Jr. Huascar No. 1229 Jesus
Maria, Lima Peru
Phone: 00511-3309164 Email: mentebrillante@
infonegocio.net.peWeb:
http://www.mentebrillante.
com.pe

Str. Aluminei nr. 68, bl. B-4,
sc. B, ap. 4Oradea, jud.
Bihor,cod 410313 Romania
Phone: +40.744.346696
Fax: +40.359.811552 Email: logic.club@gmail.com

RUSSIA
PHILIPPINES
Mathematics Trainers‘
Guild, Philippines
Contact Person:
Dr. Simon L. Chua,
President
Mailing Address:
c/o Zamboanga Chong
HuaHigh SchoolGeneral
General Vicente Alvarez
St, 7000 Zamboanga City,
Philippines
Phone: +63.629923045,
+63.9178472111
Fax: +63.629923045
Email:
simon_l_chua@yahoo.com

Planet of
puzzlesIndividual
entrepreneur
IrinaNovichkova
Contact Person:
Mrs. Irina Novichkova,
Director and Founder
Andrey Bogdanov,
Specialist of Public
Relations
Mailing Address:
Chelyabinskaya st. 23-2260,105568 Moscow
Russia Phone: +7 499 308
5069 E-mail:
irinanovichkova@mail.ru
Web:
http://www.planetagolovolom
ok.ru

NETHERLANDS
WCPN (World Class
Puzzles from the
Netherlands)
Contact Person:
Mr. Hans Eendebak,
Mailing Address:
Herenweg 211744 KC Sint
Maarten The Netherlands
Phone: +31 224
562629 E-mail:
wcpn@ziggo.nlWeb:
http://www.wcpn.nl/

POLAND

SERBIA

Fundacja
RozwojuMatematyki
RekreacyjnejSFINKS

Savez zagonetaca
Srbije(SZS)

Contact Person:
Mrs. Agnieszka Buczma

Contact Person:
Mr. Zoran Tanasić,
President

Mailing Address:
Włodarzewska, 53/1002382, Warsaw Poland

Mailing Address:
Narodnog fronta 1821000
Novi Sad Serbia

Phone: +48.507 079
540 E-mail:
info@sﬁnks.org.pl

Phone: +381.63.604014
Fax: +381.21.528525 Email:
zoran.tanasic@lipaks.rs

PERU

ROMANIA

Servicios Educativos
Mente Brillante S.A.C.

Asociatia „Logic
Club“Romania

Contact Person:
Mr. Justo Enrique García
Manyari, CEO

Contact Person:
Mr. Stelian-Radu Cacuci,
President

Mailing Address:

Mailing Address:
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Slovenský zväz
hádankárova
krížovkárov
Contact Person:
Mr. Ján Farkaš, Chairman
Mailing Address:
M. Dulu 34/74, Martin
03608, Slovakia
Phone: +421 902 264
247 E-mail:
szhk@szhk.sk Web:
http://www.szhk.sk/

SWITZERLAND
Swiss Puzzle Federation
Contact Person:
Mr. Markus Roth, President
Mailing Address:
Niederweg 1d, 8907
Wettswil, Switzerland
Phone: +41 79 208
06 65 E-mail:
president@swisspuzzle.org

Mailing Address:
631, 633, 635 Rama 3
Road Bangpongpang,
YannawaBangkok
10120Thailand Phone:
+66.2.6819971 Fax:
+66.2.6819974 E-mail:
info@thaicrossword.com
Web:
http://www.thaicrossword.c
om/

TURKEY
Akıl Oyunları Ltd. Şti.
Contact Person:
Mr. Kamer
Alyanakyan,
Managing Director
Mailing Address:
Şakir Kesebir Cad. Gazi
Umur Paşa Sok. No:
43/2Balmumcu-Beşiktaş
34349 Istanbul Turkey
Phone: +90 (212) 2753049
+90 (533) 560-3004Fax:
+90 (212) 275-3044E-mail:
kamer@akiloyunlari.com

THAILAND
Thailand Crossword
Game,A-Math,
Kumkom, andSudoku
Association
Contact Person:
Mr. Amnuay
Ploysangnam,
President

UNITED KINGDOM
UK Puzzle Association
Contact Person:
Alan O‘Donnell, Chairman
Mailing Address:
112 Haven Lane Oldham
OL4 2QQ United Kingdom

Phone:
+44-1313390028
E-mail:
chairman@ukpuzzles.orgW
eb:
http://www.ukpuzzles.org/

URUGUAY
Gimnasio Mental
TECA - Grupo
Ingenio Uruguay
Contact Person:
Mr.s Débora Saviotti,
Director
Mailing Address:
San José 1413 - CP 11200
Montevideo Uruguay
Phone: 00 598 9963 1874
E-mail:
deborasaviotti@gmail.com

USA
U.S. Puzzle
Championship
Contact Person:
Mr. Will Shortz, Director
Mailing Address:
Will Shortz 55 Great Oak
Lane Pleasantville, NY
10570
U.S.A.Phone: +1.914.769
9128 Email:
wshortz@aol.com
Web:
http://wpc.puzzles.com/
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WPC Member Details

SLOVAKIA

SOLUTION TO SAMPLE PUZZLES & SUDOKUS
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PUZZLES
CRYPTARITHM by Michal
Forišek

ARROWS by Matej Uher

ABC DIVISION by Matúš
Demiger

INFECTION by Matej Uher

CLIMBERS by Peter Hudák
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SUDOKU
MULTIPLES SUDOKU by
Martina Prinerová

CLASSIC SUDOKU by
Matúš Demiger

PALINDROME SUDOKU by
Ivana Ondrejková

Solutions to Sample Puzzles / Sudoku

CLASSIC SUDOKU by
Matúš Demiger

BATTENBURG SUDOKU by
Zuzana Hromcová
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World Puzzle Federation Head Office
Herenweg 21, 1744 KC, Sint Maarten
The Netherlands
Tel: +91-9819261933
E-mail: office@worldpuzzle.org
Web: www.worldpuzzle.org

